
Walter Martin and Paloma Muñoz, in their recent work entitled Travelers, reconstruct the journey as 
transition, adventure or mishap and they monumentalize it by means of a snowglobe, a symbol of souvenir 
and memory, which since the 19th Century, has aimed to capture the beauty of the snowscape and the 
silhouette of cities in a winter fantasy. 

Each of these snowglobes has been constructed and designed to contain a snowy tale that is later on 
photographed. Inside the sphere, life becomes a transition to nowhere, characters appear lost in a hostile 
environment and vainly try to find a path  which has ceased to exist: they are a metaphor for the modern 
world, constructed as a continuous landscape of spaces of transit and paths, lines of communication or 
waiting areas.

The sets are made from fire-baked clay and resin, the trees and buildings sculpted from plumbers’ epoxy, 
a waterproof material, and the figures are store-bought, but reassembled and painted by hand with tiny 
brushes. It’s intricate work.
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